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Partners from 14 countries 
and 69 regions
join forces for Interreg Euro-
MED

Framework



Interreg Euro-MED aims to support 
the transition towards a

climate-neutral and resilient society

Framework



The Mediterranean has 
many resources to protect
from global changes impact

Framework



While ensuring a 
sustainable growth

the well being of 

its citizens

and

Framework



Thanks to the cooperation among different stakeholders

• Other EU Programmes (Horizon, etc.)

• Interreg Programmes

• European Commission

• Initiatives

• Macro-regional and other strategies

Framework



And to the alignment with European and 
Mediterranean objectives

Framework



4 interconnected and 
complementary missions to 
reach climate-neutral and 
resilient society

Missions



Interreg Euro-MED’s missions: a comprehensive approach

Strengthening an innovative 
sustainable economy 

Protecting, restoring and  
valorising the natural

environment and heritage

Promoting

green living areas
Enhancing

sustainable tourism

Missions



Mission      Strengthening an innovative sustainable economy

support transnational cooperation of 4 
helix stakeholders

encourage the uptake of 

sustainable production and 
consumption practices

improve co-implementation and

coordination with Regional Smart 
Specialization Strategies (RIS3)

favour increased innovation activities, 
services and organisational patterns 
towards circularity

Missions



Mission        Protecting, restoring and valorising
the natural environment and heritage

promote climate change 
mitigation and adaptation 
measures 

boost the connection of natural 
ecosystems at transnational level

valorise economic and social 
value of biodiversity

restore degraded ecosystems 
on land and at sea

Missions



Mission        Promoting green living areas 

act on the negative impacts of 

urban activities

improve territories’ resilience to the 

effects of climate change

promote citizens’ involvement in 

green transition

facilitate energy transition

Missions



Mission       Enhancing sustainable tourism

integrate  tourism in circular 
economy 

improve sustainability of 
ecosystem services

preserve natural resources and 
cultural heritage 

contribute to environmental 
neutral tourism 

Missions



Missions and specific objectives at a glance

A better cooperation governance

Consolidating a 
competitive innovation 
ecosystem

Supporting circular
economy

1.1

2.6 2.7

Supporting circular
economy

Promoting climate
change adaptation and 
risks prevention

2.4

Consolidating a 
competitive innovation 
ecosystem

Promoting climate change 
adaptation and risks
prevention

Protecting, restoring 

and valorising

the natural environment and 

heritage

Promoting green living 

areas
Enhancing sustainable 

tourism

Missions, specific objectives at a glance

Strengthening an innovative 

sustainable economy

Enhancing Nature & 
biodiversity

Promoting climate
change adaptation and 
risks prevention

Enhancing Nature & 
biodiversity

2.4

1.1

2.6

2.4

2.7
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Two types of projects

THEMATIC PROJECTS GOVERNANCE 
PROJECTS

Types of Projects



Study Test

Transfer Strategic territorial

THEMATIC PROJECTS

Types of Projects



Thematic projects contribute to the missions

Types of Projects



Thank you!

All the info on:

interreg-euro-med.eu


